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Abstract- MANET is a self-organized and configurable toward oneself system without existing base. It
comprises of a few mobile wireless nodes. In this paper, we present a novel Proactive Source Routing
protocol that has a little communication overhead. The proposed work is an effective and enhanced
light-weight proactive source routing protocol for MANETs that uses two basic algorithms for searching
processes, called depth first search (DFS) and breadth first search (BFS) to find the way. Consolidating
multiple trees at one time is computationally more effective; we decided to do that instantly in the wake
of accepting a redesign from a neighbor. To further we will diminish the span of the differential
redesigns, when a nodekeeps up its routing tree as the system transforms, it tries to minimize adjustment
of the tree. We analyze the arrangement of routing in MANET and assess its execution using Network
Simulator-2 (NS-2) under diverse system parameters.
Keywords- MANET, BFS-Breadth First Search, DFS-Depth First Search, Proactive Secure Routing
Protocol
I. INTRODUCTION
A Mobile ad hoc system is a wireless communication network, where nodes that are not inside
immediate transmission scope of one another will oblige different nodes to forward information. It can
work without existing base, helps mobile clients, and falls under the general extent of multi-hop remote
systems administration. The network layer has developed the most consideration when dealing with
mobile ad hoc networks. Indeed, the two most imperative Operations at the network layer, information
sending and routing, are different ideas. Information sending manages how packets are taken from one
connection and put on an alternate. [1]Routing figures out which way an information packet ought to
take after from the source node to the end.
Ad-hoc appointed systems are provisional systems that are utilized just for the term of the
communication sessions. Cellular phones, laptops and so forth are the gadgets that utilized for mobile
networks. Then again, cell phones can be grouped into the accompanying two classes [2]:
Systems having a stable framework utilizing a base station that covers a certain regions. Within
communication mobile devices links with the closest base station that transmits the data to other base
station or wired systems or other mobile devices. Mobile phone is the illustration of this kind of system.
System without having a stable framework is an alternate securing kind of system utilized as a
part of communication. It is utilized for any organized or unplanned instances like in a meeting of
professionals scattered geologically or in war fields. In any case, this sort of system can be made or
exhausted when required and that is the reason the term is mobile ad-hoc network and it has no
centralized controlling power.
II. BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM
In Proactive kind of routing protocol, every node in a system keeps up one or additionally
routing tables which are renovated routinely. Every node sends a broadcastmessage to the whole system
if there is a change in the system topology. On the other hand, it brings about extra overhead cost
because of keeping up exceptional data and as a consequence; throughput of the system may be
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influenced yet it gives the actual data to the accessibility of the system. Destination Sequenced Distance
Vector (DSDV) protocol,Distance vector (DV) protocol, Fisheye State Routing (FSR) protocoland
Wireless Routing protocol(WRP) are the samples of Proactive conventions. [3]
A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a group of mobile nodes and it is baseless and can be set
up at whatever time, anyplace. Agreeable Communication, another exploration area, has discovered a
recent origin in the wireless systems, which joins the connection quality and the broadcasting nature of
the remote channels. It is anpure network layer plan. Review has been directed for different MANET
routing algorithms. The routing algorithms considered will be ordered into three classifications
proactive (table driven) and reactive (on request ) and hybrid. [5]
A routing algorithmgives a proficient way between mobile nodes inside the system. The
revelation and maintenance of sequence ought to consume least overhead and data transfer capacity.
III. RELATED WORK
A. Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing Protocol (AODV)
AODV is created on the premise of Bellman–ford routing algorithm with a few changes. In this
routing algorithm, every mobile node in the system keeps a routing table. Every of the routing table
contains the list of all accessible objectives and the quantity of hops to each. Each one table entrance is
labeled with a succession number, which is initiated by the terminal node. [3] Random transmissions of
renovates of the routing tables help keeping up the topology data of the system. If there is any new
important change for the routing data, the renovations are transmitted promptly. So the routing data
upgrades may either be recurrent or event driven. AODV protocol requires every transferable node in
the system to broadcast its own routing table to its present neighbors. The advancement is carried out
bothby multicastingor by broadcasting. By the commercials, the neighboring nodes can think about any
change that has happened in the system because of the progresses of nodes [6]
B. Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP)
WRP fits in with the general class of path-finding algorithms, characterized as the set of
transported most narrowpath algorithmsthat figure the ways utilizing data in regards to the second-tolast hop and length of the short-lived way to every goal. WRP diminishes the quantity of cases in which
atransitory routing loopcan happen. With the end goal of routing, every node keeps up four things: A
routing table;adistance table;alink expense table anda message retransmission list (MRL).[13] WRP
utilizes recurrent redesigning of message transmissions to the neighbors of a node. The response
list’snodes of redesign message (which is structured utilizing MRL) ought to send affirmations. In the
event that there is no change from the last renovation, the nodes in the response list ought to send astill
Hello message to agreementconnection. A node can choose whether to renovate its routing table in the
wake of getting an upgrade message from a neighbor and dependably it searches for a superior way
utilizing the new data. [14]
C. Location-Aided Routing (LAR)
In LARprotocol, nodes trade vectors of connection states among their neighbors amid routing
data trade. In view of the connection state vectors, nodes keep up a worldwide knowledge of the system
topology and upgrade their routing choices mainly. Practically, this protocolis like AODV, however it
enhances AODV as in it abstains from flooding of routing messages. [15]
IV. METHODOLOGY
Test demonstrating, plan, results and examination are depicted below to analyze the execution of
two routing protocols, for example, PSR and Extended PSR.
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Experimental Design:
A parallel event driven simulator, NS2 using VMware was utilized for comparing the results of
three protocols. Simulation experimentswere run on PCs installed with NS2 on VMware as virtual
machine with impacts of speedof simulation and network size on the trial results. [7]
Mean end-to-end delay, packet delivery rate and routing overhead as measured by the quantity of control
packets created for routing are the performance matrices that were utilized to think about the two routing
protocols. [8]
1. Packet delivery rate: Ratio of packets effectively transported to the end to the aggregate number of
packets transmitted by the source node.
2. Mean end-to-end delay: Average time taken for a packet to head out from source to end of the line
including course securing delay.
3. Messaging overhead: Total number of control packets created for routing.
Speed of simulation, network size and delay variance are the three control parameters used for
this simulation. Packet delivery rate, mean end-to-end delayand routing overhead were measured for
speed of simulation in experiment 1 and network size were for three different levels of packet delivery
in experiment 2. Constant bit rate generator was used for generating packets of fixed size. [8]Three
different types of traffic load were used for simulation such as
1. High traffic load – one packet every 0.1 second,
2. Medium traffic load – one packet every second and
3. Low traffic load – one packet transmitted every 10 seconds.
V. EXISTING WORK
Opportunistic information sending indicates to a route in which information packets are taken
care of in a multihop wireless system. Unlike conventional IP sending, where a transitional node finds a
sending table for a committed next hop, devious information sending permits possibly numerous
downstream nodes to follow up on the broadcast information packet. [7] In the existing work, a
transmitter picks the best forwarder from various receivers, which effectively acquired its information,
and obviously asks for the selectednode to forward the information. Despite that, its overhead needs to
be fundamentally reduced before it can be implemented in viable systems. In ExOR, nodes are
empowered to catch all packets broadcasting live; thus, a large number of nodes can conceivably
forward a packet the length of they are incorporated in the forwarder list conveyed by the packet. By
using the contention feature of the medium-access-control (MAC) sublayer, the forwarder closer to the
end of the line will get to the medium all the more forcefully. Consequently, the MAC sublayer can
focus the actual next-hop forwarder to better use the whole deal transmissions. [9]

Fig. 1: Binary tree
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Procedure of existing work
1. Route redesigns
2. Neighbourhood trimming in information transmission
3. Streamlined differential redesigns utilizing BFST
Drawbacks of existing work as follows
1. This doesn't manage security issues, which themselves are a piece of a vast research area.
2. In numerous circumstances working on design of PSR, we confronted trade-offs of sorts.
3. When a data packet is is sent to a neighbour that no more exists, it causes connection layer
retrial, backlogging of subsequent packets, and TCP congestion avoidance and
retransmission
VI. PROPOSED METHODOLGY
In this research paper, we propose a lightweight proactive source routing (PSR) protocol to
encourage perceptive information sending in MANETs. In PSR, every node keeps up abreadth-first
search spanning tree of the system established at it. This data is occasionally traded among neighboring
nodes for renovated system topology data. Consequently, PSR permits a node to have full-way data to
all different nodes in the system, in spite of the fact that the communication expense is just straight to
the quantity of the nodes. This permits it to help both source routing and traditional IP sending. [10]
Problems statements:
 Problems created in opportunistic information sending on account of absence of a productive
lightweight proactive routing plan with strong source routing ability.
 Proposed improved PSR protocol can keep up more system topology data than distance vector
and existing PSR
Process of Proposed scheme:
1. Route update
Group of packets are exchanged along the sequence towards the end node, if a sensible nodeis
aware of another way to the target, it has the capacity utilize this new way to forward the packets that it
has formerly received. It upgrades the new sequences if any way failure happens. [11]

Fig. 2: Route Update
2. Data retransmission
Consider a given cluster of packet exchange and assume that two continuous forwarders on this
current group's list are f1and f2, in a specific order, as in Figure 3, and that a node r is placed some place
between f1 andf2. After f2 has transmitted its share of packets, by comparing the packets transmit by f1
with those by f2, node r knows which packets f2 has missed. It is currently capable to retransmit these
packets that are thought missing. Extended PSR ensures at most one such node ought to retransmit. [12]
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Fig. 3: Retransmission Region
Advantages of Proposed System:
 Offers a similar or better data transportation capability.
 Reduce the routing overhead of PSR as much as we can.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulation results have demonstrated the efficiency of extended PSR protocol for sensor
networks applying different routing methodologies.

Fig. 4: Message communication from source to destination using E-PSR

Fig.5: Comparison graph for delay variance vs. speed
The above fig.5presented the comparison results among E-PSR, PSR and AODV routing
protocols for delay variance vs. speed of simulation. In this we got the extended PSR is much better than
others and has delay variance 15 only.
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Fig.6: Comparison graph for packet delay vs. speed
The above fig.6presented the comparison results among E-PSR, PSR and AODV routing
protocols for Packet delay vs. speed of simulation. In this we got the extended PSR has packet delay 20
only which two or three times less than others.
The simulation results show that the implementation of extended PSR on speed of simulation for
delay is better by twice or more multiple times.

Fig.7: Comparison graph for Packet delay vs. Network size
The above fig.7presented the comparison results among E-PSR, PSR and AODV routing
protocols for Packet delay vs. Network size. In this we got the extended PSR has packet delay 25 only
which two times less than others.

Fig.8: Comparison graph for Packet delivery ratio vs. network size
The above fig.8presented the comparison results among E-PSR, PSR and AODV routing
protocols for Packet delivery ratio vs. Network size. In this we got the extended PSR has packet delivery
ratio 85 which 1.5 times higher than other protocols.
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The simulation shows that in numerous circumstances this redesigningof PSR, we proposed a
more efficient protocol.The problem of TCP congestion avoidance and retransmission,backlogging of
subsequent packets and lots of retrial conditions are solved in this redesigning of PSR. So extended PSR
helps to sustain the survival of long path packets more longer time and hence extends the stable region
of the MANET.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The proposed work is an effective and enhanced light-weight proactive source routing protocol
for MANETs that uses two basic algorithms for searching processes, called depth first search (DFS) and
breadth first search (BFS) to find the way. The proposed protocol reduces the routing overhead of PSR
and it also offer a similar or better data transportation capability. The extended PSR protocol gives better
and improved simulation results for Packet delay and packet delivery ration for MANET. The
simulation shows that the proposed protocol presents two or three times better results than existing
methodology.
In future recommendation we could explore the same protocol for bigger networking
environment. The further research could be done on network security.
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